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His Excellency, S. Ernest Vandiver
Governor of Georgia and
Commissioner Ex-Officio
State Division of Conservation
Atlanta, Ga.
Dear Governor Vandiver:
I have the honor to submit herewith Georgia Geological
Survey Bulletin No. 68, "The Geology and Mineralogy of
Graves Mountain, Georgia," by Dr. Vernon J. Hurst, Geologist
and Chief Mineralogist on the staff of the Survey.
The year 1959 marks the 100th anniversary of the publishing of a paper by the late Prof. Charles U. Shepard, inviting attention to the unusual variety of interesting minerals
to be found at Graves Mountain in western Lincoln County,
Georgia.
The finest specimens of rutile on exhibition in many of the
famous private and museum mineral collections all over the
world were collected at Graves Mountain and supplied by
the late Dr. George F. Kunz while he was president of Tiffany and Company. In like manner, specimens of lazulite as
fine as any found in this country were collected at this
locality.
This publication and the accompanying geologic map constitute the first detailed report upon the geology and mineral
deposits of Graves Mountain to be made available to the public generally and to geologists, mineralogists and mineral
collectors in particular. It will make possible economic appraisal which very probably may result in the launching of
one or more new mineral industrial enterprises.
This treatise will serve to illustrate the trend of new
thought among geologists concerning the value of detailed
geologic mapping as a means of locating and delimiting valuable mineral deposits.
Very respectfully yours,

Director
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THE GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY OF
GRAVES MOUNTAIN, GEORGIA
INTRODUCTION
Scope of Study

Graves Mountain has long been famous as a mineral collector's locality. For more than a century its unusually fine
crystals of rutile and lazulite have attracted collectors from
all parts of the world. Though still of interest primarily to
collectors, some of its minerals might be in deposits of sufficient extent and grade to be economically mined.
This report deals with the geology of Graves Mountain,
including the character and areal distribution of its mineral
deposits. Information is provided with which to appraise preliminarily the economic potentialities of the mountain and to
plan an efficient prospecting program.
This report also makes available to collectors for the first
time an accurate map showing where the minerals can be
found, along with brief descriptions of the 13 minerals wellknown from this locality, and 5 others not previously reported.
Most of the rock-forming minerals at Graves Mountain are
phases in the alumina-silica-water system; all are phases in
the potash+soda-alumina-silica-water system. From published P-T-X data on these systems, physical conditions are
deduced under which the mineral assemblages might have
originated.
Previous Studies

In 1859 Shepard described hematite, quartz, pyrophyllite,
kyanite, rutile, lazulite, barite, pyrite and sulphur from
Graves Mountain. Following his paper, mineral specimens
from this locality were eagerly sought by German mineralogists, who published the results of several crystallographic
studies during the period 1860-1897 (Haidinger, 1860; Rose,
1862; Lasaulx, 1883; Rath, 1881; Mugge 1884, 1886, 1897).
Between 1912 and 1921 Watson published three papers,
and in 1935 Johnston published a 5-page summary. An account of a trip to the mountain plus descriptive excerpts from
earlier papers was published by Zodac in 1939.
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Figure 1-Location of Graves Mrruntain (arrow).

Location and Description

Graves Mountain is 110 miles northwest of Augusta, on the
west side of Lincoln County, along U.S. Highway 378 between
Lincolnton and Washington (Fig. 1).
The mountain is an asymmetric monadnock rising 400 feet
above the surrounding countryside, one mile long NE-SW and
14 mile wide. The northern slopes are gentle, the southern
slopes steep. The mountain has two summits separated by
a shallow saddle. The higher summit at the southwest end
of the mountain is marked by conspicuous crags.
GEOLOGY
General Geology

The Graves Mountain area is underlain by the Little River
Series (Crickmay, 1952, p. 31), a thick sequence of metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks equivalent to the
Slate Belt rocks in North and South Carolina. The grade of
metamorphism is low to intermediate, and increases toward
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the northwest. Unweathered rocks, which are scarce, bear
well-preserved volcanic and sedimentary structures.
At Graves Mountain are three main rock types: quartzsericite schist, sericite-kyanite-quartz rock, formerly called
quartzite, and quartz conglomerate. The sericite-kyanitequartz rock and the quartz conglomerate occupy a belt trending NE-SW along the axis of the mountain, and are flanked
on both sides by quartz-sericite schist.
Abundant kyanite, pyrophyllite, rutile, and lazulite are restricted to a narrow zone striking N40°E, which cuts diagonally across Graves Mountain. The zone is marked by welldeveloped fractures, many of which have served as loci for
the growth of kyanite, by quartz veination, and by greatly
coarsened grain size.
The nearest granite is 2 112 miles to the S. W. It is mediumgrained, biotitic, and strongly saussuritized.
Description of the Rocks

Quartz-sericite Schist
The schist is fine-grained and well foliated. Unweathered,
it is silvery white and speckled by small pyrite cubes. Deeply
weathered it is also silvery white where the original pyrite
content was low, but is conspicuously pitted and stained some
shade of brown where pyrite amounted to 1f2% or more.
Though the proportion of quartz to sericite varies greatly
(Table 1), these two minerals constitute at least 90% of the
rock.
TABLE 1-POINT COUNT ANALYSES OF QUARTZ-SERICITE SCHIST
2
1
3
4
5
Sericite
74.6
42.4
66.8
40.0
54.5
Quartz
24.1
48.3
32.4
56.4
41.2
Kyanite
0.5
1.7
3.8
Pyrophyllite
0.4
1.3
2.6
3.1
5.1
Opaque
0.8
1.-Road cut Y. mile east of Graves Mountain marker on U.S. Highway 378.

2.-Large outcrop on south side of Graves Mountain, 100 yards northwest of small lake.
3.-0ld shaft at northeast end of Graves Mountain.
4.-Northeast end of Graves Mountain, along County road 300 yards from U.S. Highway 378.
5.-Southwest end of Graves Mountain, along County road and about 40 yards southwest of spring.

Pyrite or its decomposition products comprise up to 5%.
Microscopic kyanite is a common constituent on and adjacent
to Graves Mountain, but is rare, if present, in the surrounding schists.
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Figm·e 2-Se1'icite agg1·egates iu .fine-g1·ained q11a1·tz mat?·ix . Pla in light,
X

17.

Thin sections of th e schist generally show a sericite webbing flattened about individ ual quartz grains, or se ri cite-rich
le nses interleaved " -ith quartz-rich lenses. Less com monl y,
a gro undmass of fine q uartz and sericite is dotted b y coarser
seri cite aggregates that resemb le pseudomorphs (Fig. 2). The
qu artz grains vary in diam et er from 0.01-0.2 mm and are
m ostl y elongate. The kyanite porphyroblasts are ragg ed in
outlin e, and partl y alter ed to pyroph yllite . In w eath ere d
sp ecim ens, a reel -brown material occupies min eral cleavages
and intergranular spaces, lin es the walls of small cub e-shaped
voids, and e ven composes microveinlets. This material is
go ethite or a mixture of goethite and h ematite derived mainl y
from th e breakdown of p yrite.
X-ray powder patterns r eveal two varieties of se ricite: mu scovite and paragonite, which are hardly distinguishab le b y
optical m ethod s. Several thin-sections containing both micas
were etched with HF and subjecte d to sodium-cobaltinitrite,
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which preferentially stains K-bearing minerals a light yellow.
Though etch and stain treatments were varied, efforts to distinguish the two micas by this method were generally not
satisfactory. Either the minerals did not stain, or part of the
mica was already too darkly stained by iron oxide for the light
yellow stain to show, or the staining solution penetrated along
mineral cleavages and grain contacts, coloring the whole
slide. In the few slides that stained differentially the very
fine mica occurring in aggregates stained yellow, indicating
that it is muscovite and the coarser mica webbing did not
stain, suggesting that it might be paragonite. The relatively
coarse mica in ferruginous float atop Graves Mountain a few
yards southwest of the U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Triangulation Station is entirely 2M muscovite. Otherwise, most
of the mica is paragonite or a mixture of paragonite and muscovite. Although paragonite has not been reported previously
from this part of Georgia, it is probably the third most abundant mineral on the mountain.
The sericite in the schists surrounding Graves Mountain,
within a 3-mile radius, is 2M muscovite. X-ray diffractometer
patterns of 23 specimens revealed paragonite is only one,
which was collected 2% miles northeast of Graves Mountain
along U. S. Highway 378 towards Lincolnton.
Paragonite formed abundantly at Graves Mountain, only
sparingly in the surrounding schists. It appears to be a product not of regional metamorphism alone but of special conditions relating to the growth of abundant kyanite, rutile, and
lazulite in the same area.
Sericite-kyanite-quartz Rock
The name quartzite used in all previous reports is a misnomer inasmuch as the rock averages less than 80% Si0 2 •
Its chemical composition is like that of an acidic volcanic
rock. Relic texture, interbedded conglomerate, and position
in a metavolcanic sequence are all compatible with origin
as a tuff.
This is the resistant unit forming the heights at Graves
Mountain. It crops out in a band along the length of the
mountain, where it has been tightly folded and faulted, and
continues away from the mountain both to the northeast and
southwest. Its mineralogy and texture change from the top
of the mountain towards the periphery. Without the inter-
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3-Coarse blue kyanite in a jine-g1·ained qu a1·tz mat1·ix; this is a
weathered ontc·rop partly encrusted by lichens.

bedded conglomerate, which can be traced through the
changes, the stratigraphic equivalence of different looking
portions might be in doubt.
Along the top of the mountain, the rock is massive and
composed mainly of kyanite and quartz. The kyanite blades
are coarse, euhedral to subhedral, embedded in a matrix of
fine- to medium-grained quartz. In zones several feet wide
kyanite may constitute as much as 50 % of the rock and may
be evenly distributed (Figure 3). Generally, however, it comprises only 10-35 % and is mainly in close-spac ed, planar concentrations that criss-cross the rock . On weathered surfaces
the kyanitic seams have been etched into relief, giving the
rock its characteristic honey-combed or ribbed appearance.
Along the periphery of th e mountain the rock is finegrained and micaceous. The kyanite porphyroblasts are small,
ragged, scattered through a fine-grained matrix of quartz
and mica. Gradation from th e coarse kyanite-quartz rock
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Figure 4-Sawn 1·ock slab sh owing the dist?·ibution of qtta?-tz ( li ght), mica
and kyanite (cla?·k) . Th e black equidimensional speck s are
py1-ite. Plain lig ht, x 2.

atop th e mountain to th e fin e-grained sericite-kyanite-quartz
rock along th e periphe ry is indicated by hachuring on th e
geologic may (Plate 1).
Coarse Kyanite-Quartz Facies. The k yanite blades are we llformed, variable in size, commonly a em long. Generally th e
margins of th e blad es are alter e d to and emb ayed b y a finel y
micaceo us, highl y birefringent min eral which is indistinguishable by optical methods from sericite. Though called
sericite (Johnson, 1935, page 30), th e mineral is pyrophyllite,
as shown by several X-ray powder patterns. The extent of
alteration is gen e rally slight. At places, how ever, th e k yanite
has be en largely replaced by p yrophyllite, and the rock is
cross-cut b y p yro phy llite veins up to several inches thick.
Th e matrix is granular quartz with individual grains mostl y
0.08-0.4 mm. in diamet er. Peppere d through th e quartz matrix
and included in th e k yanite are minute r ed rutile crystal s

8
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F igm·e 5-Ragged kyanite p01·phyroblasts (k) ·i n a f ine1· 1nat?·ix of quart z
and mica. Th e black c1·yst a ls a1·e py1·ite plain light, :r 14.

0.01-0.03 mm. across and occasional irregularly-shap ed masses
of fin e rutile up to 0.2 mm. across. The f ine r util e g enerall y
mak es up 0.5 'ic of th e rock, or less, but in so m e specimens
constitutes % -1 1/c . Large black rutile crystal s occur sparingl y and erratically. They are stubby, prismatic, th e larger
about on e inch long·. Wh ere in contact with k yanite, th ey
interlock, and rarely, invad e the kyanite along cleavages .
Both th e large and small rutil e crystals are most abundant
w here the rock has bee n strongly pyrophyllized.
Small pyrite cub es co mprise %-2 % of the rock . In th e zo n e
of weathering the y have d ecomposed to h ematite-geothite
w hi ch disco lors th e rock. At a few plac es th e h ematite-go ethite co mposes small cross-cutting ve inl ets , or botryoidal
masses several inch es across.
Blu e la zulite crysta ls co nstitute 1-5 % of large masses of
th e kyanite-quartz r oc k , and as mu ch as 15 % of a few narrow
zo n es. The crystals are scattered, apparentl y at random,
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Figw·e IJ- Sawn slab showing a typ·ical tea·ture of the se rici.te-kyalliteqmtrtz rock. Plai11 lig h t, :r 8.

within th e quartz-rich bands. Th ey are mostl y euh edral,
average a littl e less than 'I+" across, and are commonly tvvinned. Th e largest are about 1 '!~" across.
Th e lazulite crysta ls have inclusions of quartz and rutil e.
Th e quartz gra ins are anhedra l and about th e same size as
those in th e ro ck matrix; th e rutil e crysta ls ar e minute, eq uant
and r ed-b row n. Less co mmon inclu sions are mica, k yanite ,
pyroph yllite, and andal usite . Many of th e small lazulite crystals a r e p lastered b y coa rse se ri cite or p y roph yllite, a si ngl e
book of mi ca against eac h crystal face. Many of th e cr ystals
a t·e altered along internal fractures to a fin e-grain ed mate rial
with mod erat e birefringenc e, part of which is gibbsite.
In thin section th e la zu lite is see n to be anh e dral where in
co nta ct with k yanit e and euh edra l where in contact with
pyrop h yllite . Kya nite porphy1·oblast s are ragged nea r la zulite or inegularl y terminated against it. Th ese textura l re lations sugg est that th e lazu lite might have crystalli zed after
the kyanite and w ith or before th e pyro ph yllite .
East of th e highest summit the kyanite-quartz ro ck con-
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tains scattered colorless to white barite crystals, the largest
about 1" long. They are inconspicuous where little altered.
Many of them have been corroded, even completely removed,
leaving cavities which are now lined or partially filled by
minute crystals of colorless quartz and pale yellow alunite.
Transecting the kyanite-quartz rock are thin veinlets of
pyrophyllite, gibbsite, alunite, and occasionally small amounts
of andalusite.
Fine-grained Sericite-Kyanite-Quartz Facies. Fine grain
size and intergranular stain· render the sericite-kyanite-quartz
rock hard to distinguish from the quartz-sericite schist in the
field. At places they appear to be completely gradational.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical texture. The light-colored
masses are fine granular quartz. The dark colored masses
are iron-stained muscovite-paragonite and minor kyanite. The
kyanite porphyroblasts are typically small and poorly formed
(Fig. 5) ; the black specks are weathered pyrite.
Figure 6 illustrates another typical texture. The light-colored masses, while superficially resembling the granular
quartz in Figure 4, are composed instead of kaolin, pyrophyllite and kyanite. The pyrophyllite is in the form of small
seams and patches which are either co-mingled with or surrounded by kaolin. Mainly within the pyrophyllite are oriented patches of kyanite. The texture suggests breakdown of
kyanite to pyrophyllite and further alteration to kaolinite.
In the sericite-kyanite-quartz rock are occasional coarse
quartz grains and a little quartz conglomerate (Fig. 7). Also,
there are sericite aggregates pseudomorphing some previous
constituent similar to the quartz grains in size and shape
(probably feldspar). No feldspar is found in any of the rocks
on the mountain.
TABLE 2-POINT COUNT ANALYSES OF SERICITE-KYANITEQUARTZ ROCK
1
2
3
4
Quartz
72.8
69.0
33.9
65.2
Kyanite
24.6
16.1
59.5
2.1
Micaceous minerals*
5.6
1.2
14.0
31.4
Opaque
1.0**
1.4
0.9
1.3
1.-Near spring, southwest end of Graves Mountain.
2.-Near dragstrip, northeast end of Graves Mountain.
3.-Prominent crags 500' S.W. of B.M.
4.-Promontory 400' N. of spring at S.W. end of mountain.

*Mostly mica but includes pyrophyllite and kaolin.
**Mostly rutile.
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Figm·e 7- Coa?·se , ?'Ounded qua1·tz g1·ains ( q) in the se1·icite-k yanite qua1·tz 1·ock . Plain light, x 20. Th e k yanite pm·phy1·oblasts (k)
a1'e incipiently alte1·ecl alon g nta1'gins t o py1'o phyli?:te ( p).

Quartz Conglom erate
A co nglom erati c zon e up to 15 ft . thi ck is found along one
stratigraphi c horizon in th e se ri cite-k yanite-q uartz rock. Th e
zon e is almost co ntinuously trac eable from a point Y2 mile
north east of Graves Mountain to th e dirt road at th e so uthwest end. Farth er to the south west are exposures whi ch are
probably th e sam e horizon .
Th e zone varies in thi ckness, number of conglom eratic
layers, and percentage of p e bbles but is everyw h er e w elld efin ed. Th e pebbles constitute less than 30 % of th e zone
and range from lf2 inch in diamet er down to sand size . Th e
conglomeratic laye rs are interb e dded with th e sericite-kyanite-quartz rock, fro m w hi ch th ey diffe r only in t exture.
Th e pebbles are a singl e sp ecies, q uartz. The form er presence of another pebbl e-size constituent is shown by pseud omorphing aggregates of sericite. In conglom erate south vvest
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of Graves Mountain are pebbles of both feldspar and quartz,
though mainly quartz.
Quartz Veins
In the area of coarsened grain size quartz veins and lenses
are numerous. They are mostly a few inches thick but range
in width from 1fs" to several feet. Their contacts with the
country rock are mostly sharp. The vein-quartz is white,
translucent, and typically barren. A few of the veins contain
coarse stellated pyrophyllite, rutile crystals, or euhedral transparent kyanite blades. Adjacent to several of the veins are
N

Figure 8-Poles of quartz veins. Lower hemisphere projection on equalarea net. Contour counter 1 o/o of total area; distance between
counts 0.5 em. 27 measurements. Contours 3-6-12o/o.
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what appear to be concentrations of kyanite and/or pyrophyllite. In most instances these minerals are only coarser adjacent to the veins, not more abundant.
Most of the veins strike NE-SW and dip steeply to the SE
(Fig. 8). Their orientation does not coincide with that of the
kyanitic seams, the cross fractures, or the pyrophyllite veins
(compare Figs. 9, 10, 11).
Some of the veins are concordant with the early foliation
and are deformed, while others cleanly transect all early
structures; therefore, they are not all the same age.
N

•
Figure 9-Poles of j1·acture cleavage planes along which kyanite is concentrated. Lower hemisphere projection on equal-area net. Contour counter 1% of total area; distance between counts 0.5 em.
63 measurements. Contours 1-4-Bo/o.
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Structures

Primary Structures
Bedding is well preserved in the sericite-kyanite-quartz;
rock except in the area of coarsened recrystallization atop
Graves Mountain. The thickness of the beds varies from a
few inches to several feet, and at one horizon is fine enough
to approach lamination.
Rough sediment grading involving fine conglomerate and
sand is discernable at four places (for location see Plate 1).
Secondary Structures
A regional schistosity marked by preferred orientation of
mica and quartz is impressed on the rocks, being best developed in those which are fine-grained and very micaceous.
Generally the schistosity can be distinguished from fine bedding but there are places where the two are hard to separate.
They are often parallel.
A system of shear fractures or fracture cleavages is developed locally. The planes are a fraction of an inch to
several inches apart and traceable for a few feet. They are
generally seen as planar concentrations of kyanite in the
massive coarse-grained rocks on top of the mountain. Toward
the periphery of the mountain they become faint fractures,
along which kyanite has only begun to form, transecting
schistosity. The fracture cleavages have two principal attitudes: N52W, nearly vertical and N65-70E, 55NW (Fig. 9).
Where both sets are clearly discernable, the latter is best
developed. The area where the fracture cleavages are welldeveloped coincides with the area of coarsened recrystallization, where rutile and lazulite are found.
Cross-cutting both schistosity and fracture cleavages is a
conspicuous set of fractures which are widely spaced (1-100
ft.), and often traceable for several tens of feet. They do not
have concentrations of kyanite along them but are commonly
occupied by pyrophyllite veins.
The outcrop pattern shows several small folds at Graves
Mountain, but a unique structural interpretation is prevented
by partial obliteration of textures and limited exposure.
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MINERALOGY
Barite, goethite, gold, hematite, ilmenite, kyanite, lazulite,
muscovite, pyrite, pyrophyllite, quartz, rutile and sulphur
have been reported from Graves Mountain. Other minerals
which occur there but have not been reported previously are
alunite, andalusite, gibbsite, kaolinite and paragonite.
Alunite
Small cavaties in the weathered kyanite-quartz rock are
lined or partly filled by pale yellow masses of alunite in
which there are minute colorless quartz crystals and, usually,
porous masses of gray barite. Although a few of the alunitebearing cavities have the shape of kyanite blades, most of
them have the shape of barite crystals. All stages of decomposition of barite are represented. Apparently the sulphate
released by the break-down of barite has reacted with the
aluminous minerals, notably kyanite and lazulite, to form the
alunite.
Shepard (1859) did not recognize alunite in the Graves
Mountain rocks· but did report minute yellow sulphur crystals. Inasmuch as both minerals are soft and give a positive
reaction for sulphur, the alunite might have been misidentified as sulphur.
The best exposures are 150 ft. south of the saddle.
Andalusite
Andalusite has been recognized at two places: (1) 100 ft.
due east of the highest summit and (2) N45°E about 400 ft.
from the old adit.
At the first place it exists as small white to gray inclusions
in lazulite crystals, associated with 2M muscovite and greenish to colorless kyanite.
At the second place it is a minor constituent of thin fleshcolored veinlets-composed mainly of alunite, gibbsite, pyrophyllite, and one or more additional minerals-transecting
the kyanite-quartz rock.
Barite
Stubby, euhedral, barite crystals up to % inch long are
in the kyanite-quartz rock 150 feet south of the saddle and
at several other places in the coarse kyanite zone. Being

16
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colorless like the quartz matrix, the crystals are not easy to
see except where they have been etched or altered sufficiently
for crystal outlines to show.
Most of the exposed barite crystals are in the quartz-rich
layers. They are scattered, generally several inches apart,
without apparent orientation. Many of them have been partly
altered to alunite or even removed, leaving small cavities in
which there are crusts of yellow alunite and drusy colorless
quartz crystals.
Gibbsite
Gibbsite is found in small quantities in the veinlets which
contain andalusite and in the weathered lazulite crystals.
Goethite-hematite
The brown stain which discolors most of the weathered
rocks is goethite or goethite-hematite. These minerals also
line the walls of small cubic voids and compose microveinlets.
Botryoidal masses of goethite-hematite up to a foot across
are found in the float on the east side of the highest summit,
in the saddle, and in the old field northwest of the highest
summit.
Most if not all of the iron in the goethite-hematite has come
from decomposing pyrite.
Gold
Shepard (1859) reported gold in the kyanite-quartz rock
"especially near the southern extremity of the formation,
where it becomes more schistose and embraces minute crystals of pyrites. It has here been worked to some extent for
the precious metal".
Ilmenite
Several specimens of vein quartz containing large tabular
ilmenite crystals have been found on the north slope of the
mountain in float, but none have been observed in place
(Johnston, 1935, p. 28).
Kaolinite
Though a minor constituent, kaolinite is widespread.
Typically it forms thin white coronas about kyanite por-
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phyroblasts, either mingled with pyrophyllite or enclosing
pyrophyllite which in turn encloses kyanite.
Fist-size chunks of massive white kaolinite have been collected from a "stratum" in a well on the Dessie R. Kennedy
property at the southern edge of Graves Mountain.
Kyanite
An estimated 10% of the coarse-grained rock on Graves
Mountain is kyanite. Wide zones contain 20-40%.
The kyanite is distributed in three ways:
(1) Along foliation and fracture planes, i.e., in planar concentrations criss-crossing the rock;
(2) In zones marginal to quartz veins, less commonly in
quartz veins;
(3) And as crystals and groups of crystals disseminated
without apparent systematic arrangement.
In the fine- to medium-grained rocks along the periphery
of the mountain the kyanite porphyroblasts are small, poorly
formed, and generally distributed along foliation planes. In
the coarse-grained rocks on top of the mountain the kyanite
is subhedral to euhedral and occurs as single crystals or
groups of crystals partly disseminated through the rock but
mainly concentrated along fracture planes. The margins of
some of the quartz veins are marked by conspicuous concentrations of coarse kyanite. Along most of the veins, however,
the kyanite is only coarser, not more abundant. A few of
the veins contain large, especially well formed blades.
The fresh kyanite is pale blue except in lazulite-rich zones
where it may be colorless to pale green. The weathered
blades are some shade of brown.
Much of the kyanite is incipiently altered along crystal
margins and cleavages to fine pyrophyllite. The extent of
alteration varies greatly from one outcrop to another. Alteration is greatest along cross-fractures on the main summit and
just north of the saddle.
Lazulite
Blue lazulite crystals are locally abundant in the sericitekyanite-quartz rock. Where they are present, they constitute
1-5% of the rock; zones 1-2 feet thick on the southeast side
of the mountain average as much as 15%.
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The lazulite crystals are distributed within a wide zone
running northeast-southwest across the mountain. They are
not restricted to a single bed or group of beds, but are mainly
in the silica-rich bands. They are not found in the quartz
veins.
The crystals are pyramidal to tabular, commonly twinned,
and average less than %"across. The largest are about 11!2"
across. Fresh crystals are dusky blue (5 PB 3/2); weathered
crystals azure blue, grayish blue, or mottled blue and white.
Most of the crystals contain visible inclusions. These are
generally colorless quartz grains or minute red-brown rutile
crystals. Less common inclusions are sericite, pyrophyllite,
and andalusite. Many of the crystals are plastered by coarse
sericite or pyrophyllite, a single book of mica against each
crystal face.
The weathered lazulite crystals have transformed along
margins and fractures to a fine-grained material of moderate
birefringence, part of which is gibbsite.
Paragonite
The sodium-analogue of muscovite, paragonite, is one of the
common rock-forming minerals. It is fine-grained and generally associated with muscovite from which it cannot be distinguished visually.
The micaceous rocks surrounding Graves Mountain contain
very little paragonite.
Pyrite
The percentage of pyrite is very variable. Most of the
rocks contain 1!2-4%, but there are zones which may contain
as much as 10%.
The pyrite is scattered through the rocks as small cubes.
Where the rocks are weathered, the pyrite has decomposed
and its former presence is indicated by a brown discoloration
and numerous cubic voids.
Pyrophyllite
Stellated clusters %,-1" in diameter of pearly gray pyrophyllite, iron-stained to yellow or red-brown at weathered
outcrops, form veins up to at least one foot thick cross-cutting
the kyanite-quartz rock. Nearly all of the veins strike N60-
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70W and dip steeply. Coarse pyrophyllite clusters are also
in and along many of the quartz veins.
In addition, pyrophyllite is found as a fine-grained alteration product along the margins of most of the kyanite blades.
Rutile
Rutile is the most sought mineral at Graves Mountain,
where crystals up to 5 inches long and weighing as much
as a pound have been collected. Some of the world's finest
museum specimens have come from this locality.
The zone wherein the crystals can be collected, in place,
is shown on Plate 1. Loose crystals may be found in the colluvium in the saddle and on the slopes north of the saddle,
particularly after heavy rains.
Several prospect trenches have been dug in the saddle.
Lustrous sharp-faced crystals of small size were obtained
from the old trench highest in the saddle. On the steep slope
due south of this trench black crystals up to 1%" long can
still be collected. They are in pyrophyllitized kyanite-quartz
rock and in small quartz veins or pods.
Large rutile crystals are well exposed on the steep slope 200
feet due east of the highest summit, scattered through relatively unaltered kyanite-quartz rock. The adit driven into
the mountain directly underneath these exposures did not encounter much rutile because it was driven below the south~ast-dipping rutile zone.
Most of the coarse rutile occurs as scattered crystals or
groups of crystals in the kyanite-quartz rock, both in the
unaltered and in the pyrophyllitized rock. The best concentrations are in the strongly pyrophyllitized rock and in some
of the pyrophyllite veins. Quartz blebs and veins contain
isolated crystals. Contrary to what has been reported, the
deeply weathered kyanite masses that are highly charged with
secondary iron minerals are not the favored host rocks, though
they do sometimes contain fine specimens. The coarse rutile
crystals are dark red-brown to black, stubby prismatic and
commonly intergrown or twinned.
Minute red-brown rutile crystals mostly less than 0.1 mm
long are included in all the major minerals within the pyrophyllitized zone. This fine-grained rutile is locally abundant
enough to make up 1;2% or more of the rock.
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Developmental Stages at Graves Mountain

The present mineralogy is a result of several developmental
stages whose sequence is revealed by textural and structural
relations. Little can be deduced about the time intervals
separating the stages. Possibly some of them followed so
closely as to merge.
First Stage
The earliest decipherable episode is the deposition of tuffaceous(?) sediments and intercalated gravels along a zone
passing through Graves Mountain. These belong to the Little
River Series ( Crickmay, 1952), a thick sequence of metamorphosed pyroclastic rocks, other sediments, and lavas.
Second Stages
Low to intermediate grade regional metamorphism followed. The rocks were folded and recrystallized, mainly to
quartz-sericite schists.
Third Stage
Following metamorphism, a system of fracture cleavages
developed along a zone striking N40E across what is now
the top of Graves Mountain. They might have been the result
of a couple acting in a plane N40E, 40SE whereby the southern part of the mountain moved SW relative to the northern
part. This interpretation accords with their orientation and
with the better development of the N65-70SE, 55NW set.
Where cleavages developed, the rocks recrystallized and
new minerals appeared. Foremost in abundance was kyanite.
It grew along fracture planes and to less extent along schistosity and bedding planes. Its concentration along foliation
planes connotes at least small-scale mobilization of the rock's
constituents. Probably there was concomitant large-scale
transfer of phosphorus, titanium, sulphur, and barium into
the fractured zone and alkali out because lazulite, rutile,
pyrite, and barite formed there in higher percentages than
could be expected from the rock's original composition. The
lazulite, rutile, barite, and andalusite formed after the kyanite had crystallized.
Within the zone of coarsened recrystallization, where fracture cleavage had developed, original textures were largely
obliterated.
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Fourth Stage
Postdating the growth of kyanite, widely spaced cross-fractures devloped. Their orientation (Fig. 10) is the same as
that of the pyrophyllite veins (Fig. 11), and many are loci
of pyrophyllitization.
Pyrophyllitization succeeded the development of the crossfractures and was largely controlled by them. The thin veinlets which contain andalusite cross-cut the kyanite-quartz
rock and might have formed during this stage.
Fifth Stage
Kaolinite crystallized locally.
N

Figure 10-Poles of prominent, widely spaced cross-fractures. Lower
hemisphere projection on equal-area net. Contour counter 1 o/o
of total area; distance between counts 0.5 em. 31 measurements.
Contours 3-6-20-32%.
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Physical Conditions under which Mineralogy Developed

Only during the third, fourth, and fifth stages did physical
conditions different from those in the region as a whole
prevail at Graves Mountain. During the third stage the mineral assemblage quartz-kyanite-muscovite-paragonite developed. During the fourth stage part of the kyanite and quartz
transformed to pyrophyllite. During the fifth stage kaolinite
appeared locally.
All these minerals except the micas are phases in the
ternary system Al203-Si02-HzO. All are phases in the K20+
N

I
Figure 11-Poles of pyrophyllite-bearing veins at 13 localities. Lower
hemisphere projection on equal-area net. Contour counter 1 o/o
of total area; distance between counts 0.5 em. Contours
7-15-30o/o.
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Na20-Al20s-Si02-H20 system. Experimental data bearing on
the physical conditions required for the formation of these
mineral assemblages are reviewed below.
The Al20s-Si02-H20 system was investigated over the temperature range 100-930°C at pressures up to 2069 bars by
Roy and Osborn ( 1954). They delimited the stability fields
of quartz, kaolinite, pyrophyllite, and the other phases in the
system except those of the composition Al2Si0 5 (mullite, andalusite, sillimanite, and kyanite). Their efforts to synthesize
the Al 2Si0 5 polymorphs produced only mullite and possibly
andalusite. Subsequent work has shown that kyanite can be
readily synthesized at pressures greater than those used by
Roy and Osborn; andalusite can crystallize below 1000 bars,
as well as higher pressures (Roy, 1954; Remley, 1959); sillimanite as low as 3000 bars (Kennedy, 1955).
Mullite is stable at atmospheric pressures and high temperatures. Andalusite appears to be stable at water pressures of
690-2069 bars within the temperature range 450-650°C (Roy,
1954), and to be unstable in the presence of excess water
below 425°C (Roy and Osborn, 1954).
Kyanite decomposes at moderate water pressures below
450 ° C (Roy and Osborn, 1954). It is stable in the presence
of excess water only at very high temperatures and pressures.
Under water-deficient conditions, however, and high confining pressures, it can be grown at temperatures as low as
550°C (Kennedy, 1955).
Clark, Robertson, and Birch (1957) experimentally determined the kyanite-sillimanite equilibrium curve within the
temperature interval 1000-1300°C and extrapolated the curve
over the temperature range of regional metamorphism (curve
1 in Fig. 12). Their work verifies Miyashiro's deduction
(1949) that kyanite is the high-pressure polymorph, but the
extrapolated portion of their curve indicates much higher
pressures than could have affected most rocks during metamorphism.
The natural occurrence of kyanite-andalusite-sillimanite, as
described by Heitanen (1956), suggests a triple point for the
Al 2Si0 5 composition within the pressure-temperature range
of metamorphic rocks. The scarcity of this type of occurrence suggests that the triple point is at a higher pressure
than is commonly realized by rocks undergoing metamorphism.
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Although published experimental data on the stability fields
of the Al 2 Si0 5 polymorphs are not entirely consistent, they
are compatible enough to permit some refinement of the
phase diagram suggested by Miyashiro (1949) and Thompson
(1955) (see Fig. 13). The hydrothermal decomposition curve
for pyrophyllite is from Kennedy (1954), as well as its intersection with the sillimanite-mullite curve and with the kyanite-sillimanite curve (point x). The solid portion of the kyan-

p
BARS

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

F'igure 13-Tentative phase diagram of the composition Al2Si05 (solid and
dashed lines). The dotted line is the hydrothM·mal decomposition curve of pyrophyllite. Data sources are given in the text.
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ite-sillimanite curve is from Clark, Robertson, and Birch
(1957). The low-pressure portion of the andalusite-mullite
curve is suggested by Roy's work (1954). The location of the
triple point, assuming that it exists, is the most uncertain
part of the diagram; the field relations of andalusite, sillimanite, and kyanite indicate that it lies within the temperature interval 400-550°C and within the pressure range 30004500 bars (cross-hatched area in Fig. 13).
Probable phase relations in a portion of the system K20Al203-Si02-H20 from 450-650°C at 1000 bars water pressure
(Fig. 14) are reproduced from Yoder and Eugster (1955),
after slight modification suggested by Fig. 13. Higher pressures, as might have prevailed at Graves Mountain, shift the
stability field of pyrophyllite to higher temperatures (see
curve 2 of Fig. 12) and cause kyanite or sillimanite to form
rather than andalusite.
The kyanite at Graves Mountain must have crystallized at
high pressure, i.e., while the rocks now exposed were still several miles below the earth's surface (extreme depth is ruled
out by the existence of fracture cleavage, along which part of
the kyanite grew). The kyanite formed during the third stage
as part of the assemblage quartz-kyanite-paragonite-muscovite. Paragonite is not stable above 700°C at high pressure
(curve 3 of Fig. 12). It follows from the experimental data
Q

Figure l4-P1·obable phase relations in a portion of the system K20-Al20aSi02-H20 from 450°-650° C at 1000 bars water pressure
(slightly modified from Yoder & Eugster, 1955, p. 271).
A
andalusite, C
corundum, M s
muscovite (sericite),
Mu
mullite, Or
orthoclase, Py
pyrophyllite.
Or = orthoclase, Py = pyrophyllite.

==

==
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mentioned above and summarized in Figs. 12 and 13 that
the Graves Mountain kyanite must have grown under waterdeficient conditions at temperatures considerably less than
700°C, probably within the temperature range 400-500°C.
If this interpretation is correct, the partial transformation
of kyanite to pyrophyllite during the fourth stage required
no change in pressure or temperature, only the ingress of
water. The concentration of pyrophyllite along a set of crossfractures which postdate the crystallization of the kyanite
is compatible with this conclusion.
The andalusite might have formed simultaneously with the
pyrophyllite but at points where water was still deficient.
The transformation of pyrophyllite to kaolinite, which took
place locally during the fifth stage, required excess water and
temperatures below about 400°C.
Summary of Crystallization Sequence
Kyanite crystallized subsequent to regional metamorphism,
during the third stage. Rutile and lazulite crystallized during
the fourth stage, barite during the fourth or fifth stage. Pyrophyllite formed during the fourth stage, and probably also
the andalusite. Kaolinite crystallized during the fifth.
Summary of Physical Conditions
The kyanite probably grew under water-deficient conditions at 400-500°C and high pressure. Pyrophyllite probably
formed as a consequence of ingress of water along fractures
as the rocks began to cool, the supply of water determining
the amount of pyrophyllite that formed. Andalusite could
have crystallized simultaneously where water did not penetrate. As the temperatures dropped below about 400°C,
kaolinite formed where excess water was still available.
Gibbsite and alunite, the youngest minerals, probably crystallized at or near atmospheric temperatures and pressures.
Because the phase equilibrium relationships of relatively
simple, pure systems might not apply, strictly, to naturallyoccurring minerals which are phases in a more complicated
system, the pressure-temperature conditions deduced above
must be regarded only as approximations, probably close to
the actual conditions that once existed at Graves Mountain.
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F ign1'e 15-Typical dist1·ibution of kyanite ( dcwk) along fm ctw·e planes
and foliation planes. The light g1·ay matri::r is 1nainly q11a1·tz,
pa1·tly fi ne 111 ica ( < 5'/c).

Cause of Kyanite Localization
Th e kyanite grew in and along a fractured zone which
transects be dding, therefore iocalization was not caused by
original rock composition so much as by special physical conditions. Kyanite growth within the fractur ed zone was contro ll ed main ly by fracture planes and, to less extent, by fo liation plan es. Th e most apparent differenc e betw ee n the frac tured zone and th e bounding rocks was its great er perm eabi lity. Th e special conditions that indu ced k yanite growth
might hav e been created by pe rmeating (water-deficient?)
gases eith er at a higher pressure than th e country rock s or
of special chemistry.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Thre e eco nomi c min era ls are ex posed in sufficient quantiti es to b e consid e r e d potentia l ore min erals; kyanite, ruti le,
and pyrophy lli t e . The di stribution of each is shown on Plate 1.
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Pig1we 16- Adv anced stage of margina l altera t ion of k ya.11 ite (k) to py·roph y lli t e (p), Plwin light, x 55 .

Kyanite

Th e coarse k yanite is in a zone 200' wide x 600' long trending N40 ° E across th e top of th e mountain. Th e zone dip s
steep ly SE and is exposed for a vertical distance of nearl y
200'.
Within thi s zone coarse kyanite, con ce ntrated mainly along
fracture planes and fo li ation planes (Fig. 15 ) , constitutes
15-20 9(- of th e rock s. Ro ck masses up to 10' thicl< contain
as much a s 50 7c k ya nite (see Fig. 3 ). Th e zone av erages
15-25 7c , and co ntains at least lj2 million tons of k yanite down
to th e base of the mountain (a vertica l di stan ce of n earl y
200').
Thin sections show that most of th e k yanite blades hav e
quartz inclu sions 0.0 8-0.2 mm in diamete1·, and that th e
blades are irregularl y inte rlock e d with th e q uartz mahix.
Thus f ine grinding wi ll be req ui red for co mpl et e se paration .
Much of th e k yanit e is incipi entl y a lter ed to pyrophyllite
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(see Fig. 7). An advance stage of this alteration is illustrated
by Fig. 16. Scattered through the kyanite-bearing rocks are
varying amounts of fine mica (muscovite and paragonite),
pyrite, lazulite, and rutile.
In 1940, an adit was driven by the owners into the southeast slope of the mountain for about 75 feet to obtain unweathered kyanite-quartz rock for flotation tests. A 300
pound sample was sent to the Stamford ore-testing laboratory
of the American Cyanamid Company. Their tests show that
the quartz, pyrophyllite, and kyanite can be readily and
cheaply separated to yield a -40 mesh concentrate containing
96-97% kyanite with very low iron content (Watkins, 1942).
On the southeast side of the mountain a quarry with a face
100' high can be quickly opened with no stripping, hoisting,
or pumping required.
Pyrophyllite

Masses of pyrophyllitized kyanite-quartz rock and thin
pyrophyllite veins are common within an area 250' wide x
1000' long which includes the coarse kyanite zone and the
high-rutile zone. About half the area is covered.
Whether a minable body of pyrophyllite can be developed
depends on what might be encountered at depth and on what
underlies the covered areas.
Rutile

Megascopic rutile is largely restricted to the coarse kyanite
zone.
The rutile occurs in crystals of all sizes from minute redbrown prisms less than 0.01 mm long to black stubby prisms
2" long, and even longer. The microscopic crystals are included in kyanite and lazulite, as well as peppered through
the quartz matrix. They generally constitute 0.01-0.5% of the
rock, exceptionally 1/2-1%. The larger rutile crystals are
scattered erratically through the kyanite-quartz rock, often
concentrated in pyrophyllitized masses (Fig. 17). Because of
erratic distribution and the masking effect of lichens and
stain the percentage of rutile cannot be reliably estimated
from present exposures.
Most of the rutile is found in a zone 100' wide x 500' long
striking NE-SW and dipping 40-60°SE. This zone overlies the
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Fir;u1·e 17- Co arse ru tile in py1·ophylli tize cl kyani te. R = ru t ile; P = p y rophy llit e ; K = kyau it e. Photog1·aph of sawn rock slab x 2.

old adit, passes just east of the U. S. Coast & Geod etic Sm·,·cy
Triangulation station, and passes through most of the trench es
in the saddle. Most of the rock in this zone probably contains less than 2 % TiO~ , but there are high-grad e rutil e concentrations which, if numerous, might make th e entire zon e
of minable grade.
Systematic cross-trenching augm ented by a few diamond
dri ll hol es across th e zone can provid e samples on which to
base reliabl e estimates of tonnage and grade.
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